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Richardson’s “extrapolation to the limit” idea is applied to the method of 
regularization for approximating the generalized inverse of a linear operator 
in Hilbert space. Uniform error bounds for successive extrapolates are derived 
for the case of bounded linear operators with closed range. For bounded linear 
operators with arbitrary range, and for densely defined closed linear operators, 
pointwise error bounds are derived, assuming certain “smoothness” conditions 
on the data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let HI and Hz be Hilbert spaces over the same field of scalars and let 
T: HI + Hz be a bounded linear operator. We denote the range, nullspace 
and adjoint of T by R(T), N(T) and TV, respectively. 
We consider, for b E Hz, the operator equation 
TX = b. 
One says that u E HI is a least squares solution of (I. 1) if 
(1.1) 
ji; /I TX - b I/ = 11 Tu - b /j. 
1 
It is not difficult to show that u is a least squares solution of (1.1) if and 
only if 
T*Tu = T*b U.2) 
or equivalently 
Tu = Qb (1.3) 
where Q is the orthogonal projection of Ha onto R(T), the closure of R(T). 
If R(T) is closed, then Qb E R(T) for all b E Hz and hence for any b E H, 
the equation (1.1) has at least one least squares solution. Let V(b) denote the 
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set of all least squares solutions of (1.1). As T is a bounded linear operator, 
it follows that V(b) is a closed convex set and hence contains a unique vector 
of smallest norm. Let T+: H, + HI be defined by T+b E V(b) and 
i.e., T+b is the minimal norm least squares solution of equation (1 .l). The 
mapping Tt is then a bounded linear operator which is commonly called the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of T. 
If R(T) # R(T), then for some b E H,, Qb # R(T) and hence V(b) is empty. 
However, if b is such that Qb E R(T) then we may proceed as above. Thus, 
in order to define a generalized inverse as above for operators with arbitrary 
range, one must restrict the domain of definition to those b E H, for which 
Qb E R(T). The largest such set is 
R(T) + WY = ix + Y: x E R(T), Y E RG’Y) 
which will henceforth be denoted by Q(F). Then T+: .9(F) -+ HI is defined 
exactly as above, i.e., T+b is the minimal norm least squares olution of (1.1). 
Of course, if R(T) is closed then 9(T+) = 22, and this coincides with the 
previous definition. However, if R(T) is not closed, then 9(T+) is a dense 
proper subspace of H, and T+ is an unbounded linear operator (see e.g. [7], 
[31X 
Tihonov [ll] has introduced the idea of approximately minimizing both 
the functional Ij TX - b 11 and the norm j( x jj by minimizing the functional 
fi HI -+ IL! given by 
f(x) = II TX - b II2 + B II x II2 
where fi is a small positive parameter. It is easy to see that this minimization 
problem always has a unique solution, a@), given by 
u@) = (T*T + ,!U)-1 T*b. 
Therefore minimizingfis equivalent o solving 
(T*T + PI) u(p) = T*b. (1.4) 
This approach is commonly referred to as Tihonov regularization. 
A difficulty with this approach is that for /3 small, the problem (1.4) becomes 
ill conditioned and regularization of (1.1) by (1.4) requires the selection of an 
“optimal” p as a compromise between accuracy and conditioning. This paper 
is a study of the use of extrapolation in Tihonov’s method to obtain greater 
accuracy while at the same time maintaining moderate conditioning. 
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Suppose we let e(j) = u(j) - u where u@) solves (1.4) and u = 7% 
Moreover, suppose there exists an integer k > 1 and vectors {w~}~~~ such 
that 
(1.5) 
Such an asymptotic error formula suggests the use of a standard technique 
in numerical analysis, namely Richardson extrapolation to the limit as 
/3 -+ 0. 
I-d PO ,***, j& distinct values of the parameter /3, and choose coefficients 
(k) 
aO ,..., ak (Ic) so that 
The system of equations in (1.6) is a Vandermonde system and therefore the 
coefficients ahk),..., akk) are uniquely determined. Let b = max&& pi , then 
it follows readily from (1.5) and (1.6) that 
This suggests the following approximation to T+b 
to aik)(T*T + /3&)-l T*b = to akk’d&)a 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Moreover (1.7) indicates that reasonable accuracy and conditioning may be 
achieved by a “moderate” choice of j. 
In this paper we analyze approximations to T+b of the type given by (1.8). 
It is shown that such approximations converge to T+b and estimates of the 
rate of convergence are given. 
2. OPERATORS WITH CLOSED RANGE 
Throughout this section we assume that T: HI -+ H, is a bounded linear 
operator with closed range and we denote R(T*) by X. Then &’ is a closed 
subspace of HI (see e.g. [12]) and is therefore a Hilbert space. Let T denote 
the restriction of T*T to %‘. Then T: $’ -+ X is a positive definite invertible 
operator (see e.g. [6], [3]). Moreover, it is not difficult to see that T+ = T-IF. 
Clearly in approximating T-1 one obtains corresponding approximations to 
640125/3-4 
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F. The following general result on such approximations is a consequence of 
the spectral radius formula and the spectral mapping theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 [3]. If (S,(x)} is a family of continuous real valuedfunctions 
on (0, II Tl121, then 
/I T+ - S,(p) T* II < ,s& I M,(x) - 1 I II T+ I/ (2.1) 
where u(F) is the spectrum of II. Consequently, if lim,,, S&c) = x-l uniformly 
on compact subsets of (0, II T 112], then 
l;r;n, S,(p) T* = T+ 
where the convergence is in the operator norm. 
Let k > 0 be an integer, and /3,, ..., /Ik distinct positive numbers. Choose 
(k) 
% ,..., ak (k) so that (1.6) is satisfied. We define 
S,“(x) = i a?)@ + /$)-’ 
i=O 
(2.2) 
and we shall apply Theorem 2.1 to the operators Ssk(p), k = 0, 1,2,... . We 
have, using (1.6), 
xSBk(x) - 1 = - t a!k)&(x + /l&l 
i=O 
= - Do (X + Pi>-' to @Pi E (X + PA (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.1. If PO ,..., /l, are distinct positive numbers and ar’,..., aLk’ 
satisfy (1.6), then 
to a!% K (x + PI) = fi Pi . (2.4) 
proof. By (1.6), a = [ahk),..., ak@]T E Rk+l satisfies da = e, where 
e, = [l, O,..., O]r E Rk+l and A = f&) with At3 = E-l, 1 < i, j < k + 1. 
Let 
p(x) = i a?)!$ n (x + lb) 
I=0 j#i 
and note that for 0 < G < k 
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Therefore p(-/3J = I.$=,, pj if and only if 
By Cramer’s rule we have a8 (Ic) = det &/det (1 where LI, is the matrix (1 
with the 8th column replaced by e, . But 
and therefore (setting pt = 0) 
from which it follows that ajk’ is given by (2.5). As p is a polynomial of degree 
k which agrees with nfzo /Ii at k + 1 distinct points, the result follows. 
It is convenient o think of /$ as y&I, where t!I > 0 is fixed and y. ,..., ylc 
are distinct positive numbers. A typical choice for yi is yi = 2-*, 0 < i < k. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose y. ,..., yrc E (0, l] are distinct and pi = y$ where 
p > 0. If{S,lc(x)> are defined by (2.2), then 
II T+ - X2@‘? T* II G II T+ II P+l fi ri(ll T+ II-’ + yiB)-’ 
i=O 
and hence 
lii Sgk(F) T* = T+ 
where the convergence is in the operator norm. 
Proof. It is easy to see that h > jj T+ lj--2 for h E u(T) (see e.g. [3]). The 
result now follows by (2.3), (2.4) and Theorem 2.1. 
As a result of Theorem 2.2 it follows that for any integer k > 0 and 
distinct /3, ,..., /&, say fli = y&3 (/3 > 0, fixed), we have for each b E H2 
where 
43 Oc) 3 ufq3o )... , Pk> = i &%,6i) 
i=O 
and 
(T*T + fl,Z) z@,) = T*b. 
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If yi = 2-i, 0 < i < k, and /3i = ~$3 with /3 > 0 fixed we can give uf’ 
explicitly by the recursion relations 
&p. ) pl) = 24%) - u@o) 
2-l 
andfor <j < k 
&p. )...) /3j) = 
2%p(/31 )...) pj) - uf-1’(/3o )...) Pfi-1) 
2i - I V-6) 
We conclude this section with a pointwise relative error estimate. First 
we need the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Ifv E R(T), then II T+v // 3 II T/j-l /I o II. 
ProoJ For v E R(T), we have Qv = v and therefore 
II Tll II T+v/l 3 II TT+v/I = II Qv II = II 41. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose y0 ,..., yk E (0, l] are distinct and pi = y& fl > 0. 
If {Sfik(x)} are defined by (2.2) and b E Hz , then 
j/ T+b - SBk(p) T*b /I 
II T+b II < dT)8”” fi %(I1 T+ ll--2 + I’$)-‘, i=O 
where K(T) = 11 TIl * j/ T+ I/. 
Proof. First note that T*Qb = T*b and T+Qb = T+b. We then have 
so that 
ll(T+ - SBk(p) T*)b II = MT+ - S,?(T) T*) Qb II 
< II T+ - fV(~?i) T” II * II Qb IL 
ll(T+ - &‘(rf) T*)b iI 
II T+b II < $i$& II T+ - 43~‘) T* II. 
But Qb E R(T), so the result follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.2. 
3. OPERATORS WITH ARBITRARY RANGE 
If R(T) is not closed, then Tt is unbounded and hence it cannot be the 
uniform limit of a family of bounded linear operators. Therefore for the 
nonclosed range case the best one can expect o obtain is pointwise convergent 
approximations to Tt and corresponding pointwise error estimates. 
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In this section Twill denote the restriction of T*T to R(T*). We denote by 
Q the projection of Hz onto R(T). 
In [2] (see also [3] and [S]) it is shown that if {S,(x)} is a family of continuous 
real valued functions on (0, 11 T l/“] which converge pointwise to x-l and if 
{xS,(x)) is uniformly bounded, then 
Ttb = ‘tide S,(f+) T*b 
for each b E CB(T+). It is easy to see that the family of functions defined by 
(2.2) with & = y&I (where yi E (0, 11) possess the required properties and 
hence the method of the previous section will converge pointwise to T+ for all 
b E g(T+). 
In this section we will obtain error bounds for certain methods of the type 
considered in the previous section. However we shall require certain 
“smoothness” assumptions on the vector b E g(T+). We require throughout 
this section that b E 9(F) satisfies Qb E R(TT*). 
We note that if u = T+b, then Tu = Qb E R(TT*). Hence for some z E Hz 
we have TT*z = Tu. Clearly we may choose z E N(T*)I. But T is one-to-one 
on R(T*) = N(T)l, and hence u = T*z. Thus the assumption Qb E R(TT*) 
implies that Ttb = T*z for some z E N(T*)‘-. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (SBk(x)} be defined by (2.2) and suppose that z E N(T*)l is 
such that T*z = Ttb = u, then there exists a constant ck such that 
/I z - hk@) Qbll < ckli ~11 
where f’ is the restriction of TT* to R(T). 
Proof. We have 
z - Sok( F) Qb = z - 5 a?)( F + /3J)-’ Qb 
i=O 
Zzz z - t al”)( T + ,t?J)-’ Tu. 
i=O 
But Tu = TT*z = h as z E R(T) = N(T*)l. Therefore 
z - Sgk(p) Qb = I - ; a?‘( ?+ + /$Z)-l z 
i=O 
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and hence 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S$(x) be defined by (2.2) and assume that Qb E R(p). 
If the error vector er’ is defined by 
then 
ep’ = Ttb - S,“(T) T*b, 
II ep) II2 < II 2 - s,“(p) Qb II II TeF) II, 
where z E N(T*)l satisfies T*z = Tib. 
Proof. We note that T*b = TYQb. Therefore 
S$(?+) T*b = SBk(T) T*Qb 
and hence 
ey) = T*z - SD”<?“) T*Qb. 
It is easy to see that T*SBk((t) = S,*(F$) T*, indeed it is enough to note that 
(~++BI>T* = T*(p+fQ 
and hence T*( T + /3Z)-l = (p + /II)-’ T*. It follows that 
eAk) = T*(z - S,“(p) Qb). 
Therefore 
/I ep) II2 = (T*(z - SBk( p) Qb), et) ) 
= (z - S,“(p) Qb, Tep)) 
and the lemma follows. 
We are now in a position to prove an error estimate with minimal assump- 
tions on b. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Qb E R(p), then 
I/ ef 11 = /I Ttb - S,O(T) T*b II < fill2 Ij z 11, 
where T*z = Ttb, z E N(T*)l. 
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Proof. Let u = T+b and ucs> = SBo(T) T*b. Since T*Tu = T*b, we have 
(T*T + PO(u - u(PN = Bu. 
It follows that 
11 Te:’ (I2 + /3 (/ e:) II2 = p(u, ep)) = fl(T*z, ep)), 
so that 
and hence 
II Te,J? II2 < 8<z, TejO9 < B II z II II Te,$“) II 
II d”) II ,< P II z IL 
from which the result follows by using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
We now obtain estimates imilar to those of Theorem 2.3, however we need 
to make additional “smoothness” assumptions on b. 
LEMMA 3.3. IfQb E R(Tk), thenfor distinct PO ,..., fl, there exist coeficients 
(k) 
aO ,..., ak (k) such that 
I/ Te,?) I/ < Ckp II zk II 
where ck is given in Lemma 3.1, pkzk = Qb and B = maxrGiGk: PI . 
Proof. There exist {zi}zl such that i’q = Qb and pzi = ziml for 
2 < i < k. It is readily seen that for any /3 > 0, 
(T + fiI)(e$l (-lg)‘-’ ze) = Qb + C-8)” zk . (3.3) 
We recall that (T + @)(u - u@)) = Bu, SO that 
(f’ + PI) T(u - z&3)) = ,6Tu = ,8Qb. (3.4) 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 
(p + /W(T@ - @I) - il (--I)‘-’ k%) = (-mk+’ zk 
so that 
T(u - U(m) - ; (-I)‘-’ fleZe = (-p)k+l(T + /%)-I zk . 
d=l 
(3.5) 
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Choose coefficients aik),..., up’ satisfying (1.6), it then follows from (3.5) 
that 
Therefore 
i??p) = go a?)( -fli)k+l( F + fl,z)-’ zk . 
and hence 
and the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose Qb E R(pk) and that y. ,..., yk E (0, l] are distinct. 
If & = y&4 with fl > 0, then 
where C, = gzo 1 uj”’ 1 and pkzk = Qb. 
Proof. By virtue of (3.3) we have, for any j? > 0, 
tl (+-’ ze = (f+ + PI)-’ Qb + (-mk(f+ + @-I zk 
and hence setting /I equal to /3( successively and using the definition of 
(k) a, ,..., uLk), we obtain 
z1 - s,“(f-) Qb = i c~$/$)~( p + /$I)-’ zk , 
i=o 
Therefore 
which, when combined with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, proves the theorem. 
Our final theorem shows that if we are willing to make stronger assumptions 
regarding the vector b, then a somewhat better error bound can be obtained. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose Qb E R(pkT) and that y. ,..., yk E (0, 11 are distinct. 
If /3$ = y&3, with j? > 0, then 
11 e? 11 < ckpk 11 wk 11 , 
where ck = gzO 1 a:“’ ( and Qb = Tp”wk . 
ProoJ: First note that pkT = Tpk and therefore our assumption on Qb 
gives vectors (~l.)~=~ such that 
Qb = TFw, ; FWi = W&l ) 2<i<k. 
If we let u = T+b, then it follows that 
Tu = Qb = TFw, , 
and hence u = Pwl . Given p > 0, denote (F + /30-l T*b by u@). It then 
follows that 
(f- + mu - f4m = Bu 
and hence 
ff’-tO (a - 49 + 5 c-/v w) 
i-l 
= /IIll + i (-by TWi + i (-py+l wi 
i=l i=l 
= (- 1)" pk+lWk . 
Taking inner products with u - u(/3) + & (-ls)i wt , we have 
Therefore for any j3 > 0, 
If we choose dk’,..., ai”’ to satisfy (1.6), then 
(3.6) 
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Setting /I = PO ,..., /$ successively in (3.6) then gives 
11 dk) /I < i I dk) 1 bk 11 w’k 11 
C=O 
and the result follows. 
4. UNBOUNDED OPERATORS 
Beutler and Root [l] have used the (unextrapolated) method of regular- 
ization to approximate the generalized inverse of a densely defined, closed 
unbounded linear operator. In this section we give a brief account of how the 
results on extrapolation in the previous section may be extended to the case 
of densely defined closed linear operators. 
A generalized inverse for unbounded operators between Hilbert spaces 
was apparently first given by Tseng in 1949 (see [5] and [7] for discussions 
of the history of this topic). The generalized inverse of a densely defined 
closed linear operator T: g(T) --, ZZ, is the linear operator with domain 
qT+) = R(T) + R(T)’ 
defined for b E L@(r+) as before by T+b = U, where u is the minimal norm 
solution of the equation 
Tu = Qb, 
where Q is the projection of ZZ2 onto R(T). We note that this equation has 
solutions for each b E LB(T+) and that the set of solutions is closed and 
convex since T is a closed linear operator. 
A careful reading of the previous section reveals that in order to extend 
the results to densely defined closed linear operators we need only the 
following facts which are required in Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively: 
and 
Qb E R(TT*) implies T+b = T*z, some z E R(T); (4.1) 
for /3 > 0, (T*T + /3Z)-l T* C T*(TT* + pZ)-l; (4.2) 
(TT* + /3Z)-l is a bounded linear operator. (4.3) 
As for (4.1), if Qb E R(TT*), then as before there is a z E R(T) such that 
T+b - T*z E N(7). But R(Z’+) = g(T) n iV(T)L (see [5], [6]) and hence 
Ttb = T*z. 
It is well-known that if A: s(A) + H, is a densely defined closed linear 
operator, then 
(AA* + I)+ H2 + 9(AA*) 
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exists as a bounded linear operator (see [lo]). The assertion in (4.3) follows 
easily from this fact. Finally, if b E S(T*), then 
T*b = T*(TT* + jz?Z)(TT* + pZ)-l b 
= (T*T + ,8Z) T*(TT* + /?I)-‘b 
which establishes (4.2). 
5. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 
As a simple illustration of the extrapolation procedure we compute the 
generalized inverse of the matrix 
-1 0 1 2 
0 -1 
O-l 13 
1 -1 -3 
l-l 0 1 
0 -1 -2 
The exact generalized inverse, to seven decimal places is 
-. 1470588 -.1764705 .0294117 -.0294117 .1764705 .1470588 
Tt .0784313 .1274509 -&I90196 .0490196 -.1274509 = 
.0686274 .0490196 .0196078 -.0196078 -&I90196 -.0686274 
.0588235 -.0294117 .0882352 -.0882352 .0294117 -.0784313  -.0588235 
(see Ben Noble [9]). 
Using j? = .l, pi = 2-j/3 and the Cholesky decomposition method of 
computing (T*T + /3Z)-l, the following results are obtained (correct digits 
are underlined). 
No extrapolation: 
0.05865 10 -.0293255 0.0879765 - .0879765 0.0293255 - .0586510 
246 
One extrapolation: 
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Two extrapolations: 
-.1470587 --.1764704 0.0294117 -.0294117 0.1764704 0.1470587 - - ~ ____ - - 
0.0784313 0.1274509 -.0490195 &I90195 -.1274509 -.0784313 - ___ - - ~ ___ 
0.0686274 0.0490195 0.0196078 -.0197068 -.0490195 --SO686274 ~ - ____ 
0.0588235 -.0294117 0.0882352 -.0882352 0.0294117 -.0588235 ~ ___ ___ - ___ 
After three extrapolations the approximation agrees with the true gener- 
alized inverse to seven decimal places. 
These results were obtained by recomputing the Cholesky decomposition 
for each distinct parameter value. An iterative method for solving several 
linear systems which depend on a parameter is given in [4]. 
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